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Media Release 

14 April 2016 

Path of Hope Foundation partners with Hancock Prospecting and Roy Hill 

The celebration of survivors 

The Path of Hope Foundation is pleased to announce its inaugural Gala Ball which will raise funds to help 

break the cycle of domestic violence and celebrate the survivors of domestic violence against women. 

The Masquerade themed ball will be held on 28 May 2016 at HBF Stadium in Mt Claremont.  

Path of Hope Foundation Director Rebecca Tolstoy invites the West Australian community to join in an 

exciting night where guests will be transported to a magical wonderland surrounded by enchanting and 

breathtaking performances from the WA arts community including aerial acrobatics, ballroom dancing 

performances and music by Perth band Soothe.  

Principal Partner Announcement  

The Path of Hope Foundation is proud to announce Hancock Prospecting and Roy Hill have committed to 

the cause to help break the cycle of domestic violence through sponsorship of the 2016 inaugural Path of 

Hope Foundation Gala Ball. This follows the executive chairman of the Hancock Prospecting Group and 

Roy Hill, Mrs Rinehart's earlier support of charity and parliamentary work to break the cycle of domestic 

violence.   

Path of Hope Foundation Director Rebecca Tolstoy has expressed her excitement of welcoming these two 

generous members of the West Australian business community as principal partners. “Hancock Prospecting 

and Roy Hill have significant plans for the further development of West Australia and through their support 

of the Path of Hope Foundation they have demonstrated their commitment to tackling the difficult issue of 

domestic violence that exists in our communities” said Ms Tolstoy. 

For more information visit http://www.pathofhope.org.au    
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